Coursing paths: 15th anniversary of Rev Rene
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To contemplate aspects of a journal which experiences what we call “adolescence process” is indeed challenging. We have traveled paths, sometimes easy, sometimes difficult, in which we advocate that if a seed is thrown into fruitful soil, the results certainly will present as productive. This is the case of Rev Rene. To become adolescent is being in the world. It is creating complicity to dream\(^{(1)}\).

When born in 2000, with closing of twentieth century and the advertising of XXI century, Rev Rene has already pronounced audacity, after all it was one of the first journals coming from Brazilian Northeast Nursing. Then loomed as something unsettling, challenging and aiming to show its importance to nursing science. It starts the labour to contribute to scientific community socializing produced knowledge, eagerness of many researchers in the search for publication in scientific journals.

It passed the stage of childhood and is now in the “top of its 15 years”! Today bilingual (Portuguese/English), bi-monthly and electronically available. Pursues greater visibility, focusing on national and international indexes, improving the quality of articles, participation of foreign researchers among others. In fact the motto is to continue, continue, continue to get each time better maturity! Noting that the visibility of a journal has accordance with the degree of exposure provided by articles in the scientific community, thus increasing the chances of published content being recovered read and cited \(^{(2)}\). This allows that the knowledge built and socialized is open to critical thinking of research customers, whom represent an important role in the recognition of a journal. Moreover, without the feedback from the scientific community, how are we going to understand and reflect on the contribution or not of the articles published for science? That is the question for reflection: What, for what and why do we publish?

The optimistic view of intellectual and scientific growth in nursing makes us think about the application of our research in daily routine and, the placements means of knowledge as Periodicals, have their merits in this context.

And these wanderings between research, art and science of nursing, we never lost focus of attention at looking conscientious, ethical and dreamy! We can do science with art! That’s what comes with Nursing by its very nature of care. It is as if the spirit of the looking for what is new, the redo and improvement, what we have and what we are, a constant coming and going, fed daily feeling of never giving up. Fantasies! Dreams! Reality! Who knows!

Flatters our souls, knowing that aggregated with other professors and researchers, editors, authors, secretaries, translators and reviewers, each with the necessary apparatus to effect the activities entrusted to them, we work for every year, provide profitable and healthy growth and development of this journal. Congratulations Rev Rene.

---

\(^{(1)}\) Universidade Federal do Ceará, second Chief Editor. Fortaleza, CE, Brazil.
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